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SUNDAY, AUG. 27, 1989 Rose-Hulrnan Institute of Technology Vol. 25, No. 1
WELCOME
Class
of
1993!
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION WEEK
August 27-September 3, 1989
ACTIVITIES AGENDA 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 27
990 a m - Registration and Reception: 01 your assigned residence hall 'Cononuting students will
1100am register in t. lower level of the Student Union Building
930 a ff., Campus Tours: Departtng horn your tegstmhOn pan( with upperclassmen serving as tour
1 1 30 a.m. guides
II 00 a.m.- Lunch: Main Dm, Hoorn of Student Union Bolding according to the Wwiong schedule
1 15 p (PLEASE FOLLOW THIS SCHEDULE FOR LUNCH)
11 00 a m — Commuting Students a. 00111,4145 91 Deming Hall and their parents
1 1 45 4111 — Speed Hall residents and parents
12.30 p111-- BAB Hall. Mees Hall, and other halls, residents and parents
1 30 p.m.- Opening Session: Brown football Field President Hulbert will deliver welcoming remarks to
2 00 p.m the entering class and parents Onsi. heldhouse in the event ol
2 15 p.m Freshman Information Session: Auditorlunt 01 Moench Hall InfOrmal discusston ol rernaineet
3 45 P.m of wee*, activities Testing. advisor program. class sectioning. etc iYour parents . in the
Stud. Union Building lot an orientation session at this bole
400p- Free Time 600 opportunity for restdent shalents to mil with parents and get that last 10101
4 45 p.m spending money, Croat parer. are tree to leave hon. at this Muer
4190 p p Meeting for All Freshmen who will lie Commuting from Home: Linton Snackbar You will
500pm meet your C.f.°. Advisor Meeting writ be followed by a cookout for commuters
4 15 - 6:15 p.m Dinner: Main Dining Room of Student Union Budding
6-30 p - Chemistry Placement Exam: All Freshmen) RePort to the A...rum . 2113 lekel 01 Moench
900 p.m Hall
MONDAY, AUGUST 28
7 030 a rn Breakfast. Minn Dining 11.m of Stud. Unkle
810] 411, Computer Science Placement Exam: T. Computer Science Placement Exam an optional
1100am 3-hour exam ...tr. to lest abrlity to u. the computer to solve Mohler,. Students taktng
11,45 mare should be corntortable using one ot the following programming languages- Basic
Fortran. or Pascal The exam will consist of some short answer questions (testing la.uage
sr.. a. Program logic, and a programming question (in which you will write a program 01
program segment to sdve a prolkern I T. exam is open book • you are permitted to use any
textbook covering the language in which you would like to lake the exam Auditorium of
Moeoch Hal/
9004i4, • Student I.D. Pictures: ID 114041418001104,13114,4111110 lobby of I. St.ent Ilmon Building
300pm. during this time period only
11 3111- 1pm Lunch: Main Dirang Room
41:00 am. • Meeting tor All Students Assigned College Work-Study Funds: Auchlorium ol Moench Hall
11:30 a.m Students will learn about the work-study program
11.30 a.M. • Meeting tor All Students Assigned Rose Work Opportunity Funds: Auditorium ol Moench
12 noon Hall Students vell learn about the work opportunity program
1230 pm. - Foreign Language Program Description: For those students interested in hearing Naw you
1:00 pin can cornlyne lorogn languages ancl setenCe or engineer, to Decorate a roving international
enmneer. a worldw0414 busmess troubieshoate1. a cross•cultural technology transter specialist
or an international irdelligence agent Rose is the only college with a program like .5 GM
Room ol Moench Hall
100 p.m. - Foreign Language Placement Exam. For treshrnen dewing to recmve college credd
3.00 p.m. German or 601044, (lease report 49 41,4, GM Room of M.nch Hall
300 Pm Advanced Math Placement Exam: Not requir. tor all freshmen, (Only for those who wish to
6-00 p.m. attempt to "test out" of Calculus I. 1101011110 P. 0101 Auditorium of Moench Hall
5 - 630 P.m Dinner Main Dina. Room
6.00 p.m. • Meet with your Academic Advisor in the room indicated M the Information Sheet in
7:00 p.m. your Freshman Packet. 
7:30 p.m. - Graphics Placement Exam: This 0 an op..' exam tor students who wt04 to attempt to
1030 p.m. "test out" Ot EM 1045001410041 Communications The loam... equipment IS pennissable 111 110
exam 30-60•90 Trrangle. 45-75.90 Triangle. meChantCal draveng diwders. comPass
0414130444 and ruler GM Room of Wench Hall
TUESDAY, AUGUST 29
7 830 114,1 efealaltt: Main 011110Q Room
800am - Transfer Credit Evaluation and Advanced Placement (AP) Evaluation: For all freshMen
900am students trans.°. credits rn horn other colleges or meet.. AP requirements Bung all
supporting documents (transcripts course descrmtrons etc 1 if t.y .ve already been
lorwarded GM Room of Mnench Hall
9.15 a.m. • Advanced Physics Placement Exam: Not required for an freshmen, tOnly for those who
12-45 pm desire lo "lest out- of Physics 125. Mechanic. 0-203 Olin Hall
11 30 a m -4 -38 p Lunch: Main Dinimg Room ,
1 30 P01 - General Orientation Session: All students to Me Auditorium in Wrench Hall lor a presentatron
330 pm by representalnes of the Business (Mice Health (Mice Athletics and Recreation Office
1,54,5,81801 Oftice. ROTC, Humarkhes Writing Ceriter. Fraternities Social 8 life Sciences. GM
Sunraycers et al
College Work-Study and Rose Work Opportunity lob Placement: J. Placement lor
students interested in working during the fall quarter Please repoil to the Stu.nt 011811
00101,11,4
Nero Games: All freshmen repot to Me area tn front of Hadley Hall for non-comp..° garnes
0031140 the Fret... In the event of 111484 Guests from St Mary•o14.•Woorls xn11 be 10
attendance Casual Mess is recommended
6- 700 pm Cookout Outside Me Union: 10, Rose.Huhrian and SI Maryolltie-Woods freshmen
7:00 pp • Dame on the Patio Outside the Union: SpOrISMed by Residence Hall Association
3 30 p rn •
500 p0,
500pin
6.01) p m
900 p114
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30
130 9 4,4, Breakfast: Mato Dining Room
9 CO a rn • Class Registration tor Fall Quarter: Please 101011,1 10 Our resPeCtive Ta.. A... for
10.30 0.81 Cote. registrabon The room 4,94 05011141 report tn tor registration was included 00 14 separate
stvet in your packet along wnh ,1001 301/1501, 11301C
1030 am • hitertraternity Council DISCUSS. Greek Life at Rose-Holman: This session will be pre-
I 1:00 am 3011100 •IfeC knit, during Freshman "0 " Please try to attend your assigned sesson 41 you
have a cont., attend 01111 other N. sessions Alphabettcally students Bryan Hales
through Brandon Pepe,4,0 should attend thrs session GM 030111 ,11 Moench Hall
4030 p in • A Presentation on "The History & Traditions at Rose-Hillman": Professor 0444,8 941,044,06
it 30 pm m his 4101 year as Professor of Mathematics will review Me 1 15-ye44 history of Rose•Hulman
Its traditions. [pals 003 obieclives, and growth Th. 04,00100 YOH be presented three times
during Freshman "0 Ple.e fry to alto. your assigned session 11 you have a cont.! attend
one ol the other two sessions Alpha.tically students Dave Abney through Jeff .ggerty
should attend this session F • 104 of Mnench Hall
Intertrateralty Council DISCUSS. Greek Lite at Rose-Hulman. SeS•kla 2: AlphabetiCally.
students Eric Peter through Patrick laharko should anend this scission GM Hoorn of Moench
Hall
Interfraternity Council Discusses Greek Lite at Rose-Hulman. Session 3: Alphabehcally
students Dave Abney through Jell Haggerty s.uld attend thrs sessioe GM 00.114 of Moench
Hall
11 30 a m - 14 -30 4,111 Lunch: Main Dining Room
4230 pm - A Presentation on "The History & Traditions ot Rose-Hulman": Session 2 •
1 30 p m Alphabetically. students Bryan Hales through Brandon Peuelea should attend this session
1-411404 Moench Hall
A Presentation on "The History & Traditiom of Rose-Hulman": Session 3 -
Alpha.tically. 010114,11141 01,0 Peter through Patrick Zaharko should attend tilts session 14-10401
Moen. Hall
230 p rn • Freshman Traditions: Representatives horn Student Affairs 1411,1 81,40 ROTC will elmuss the
330 PIll freshman traditions Braiding 314, 9000001111110 00111/10 and maintaining Roste. the school
mascot Auditorium of Moench Hall
Dinner: Main Dining Room (See below)
500 4401 0011 previously attend. Operation Catapul1. please carry your tray to the
Performing Arts 000111 1031 of Union 841011491 101 dinner 01444 104,. Catapult Staff
6 • 700 Pn1 Ice Cream Social: Patio out.. Student 1.11.0 Building Faculty and Staff will serve
100 001 - Student Activities Fair: Maui Dino. Room You will be introduced to student government
900 p fir officers. club officers. et 31. who 0,11 3100000 0,,X11,10ilieS 101 involvement in non-academic
programs at Rose-Hulman
1100ain -
It 30 a m
11 -30 am. -
'2-00 poi
4314 p rn •
230 p14
4 30 p nt •
6 30 p m
THURSDAY, AUGUST 31
805 0p11 Classes Begin •
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
000 Scavenger Hunt: Sponsbred by Student Activities Board Meet at the Student Union Building
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
1 30 p I,, Football: Miesaps al Rose
8(81 p10 Performance by Berlice Beny, Comedian: Sponsor. by Student ACtivities Board Mon
Dining Room 04 403 Strident Union
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
8011 p Outdoor Movie 01St. Manyol-the-Woods College: "T. Secret of My SucCeSs " Sponsored
by Resi.nce Hall Association
PLEASE NOTE 
Financial Ard matters may be taken care of Mon.y,rdlaY nom 008 4111 500 p114 m the 511414,11 Analf, Othcelocated on the second level of Hadley Hall
The B.kstore is open Monday-Friday from 800 a - • 00 p m 800 11(344 purcha. supplies 01 ally books which you
0111 need during these times It is possible to purchase hooks mirk 11 01001 registration for those classes which we
definitely be a part of your fall Quarter curriculum
— CLASSES BEGIN THURSDAY, AUG. 31 AT 8:05 A.M. —
Period
3
5
Time
8 05 - 895
9 00 - 950
955 - 10 45
10 50 - 1 1:40
II 45 • 4235
12 40 - 13C
435- 225
2 30 - 320
3 25 - 4144
Freshman
Orientation
Issue
Despite setbacks, freshman integrated
curriculum makes progress
This summer brought good
news and bad news to Rose-
Hulman's Integrated First-Year
Curriculum in Science,
Engineering and Mathematics.
The bad news — the pilot pro-
gram, originally scheduled to be
conducted this fall with a group
of 60 freshman volunteers, will
not be carried out.
The good news — grants
recently have been received to
develop the curriculum and
plans to run the pilot program
during the 1990-91 academic year
have been established.
The progressive curriculum
proposes to consolidate 37 credit-
hours of freshman course work
in science and mathematics into
three, fully unified, 12-credit-
hour courses known as SEM 101,
102 and 103. The purpose of this
program is to stress rela-
tionships among the sciences and
to employ recently developed
software as a tool in helping to
illustrate concepts encountered
in the course.
The preliminary syllabus for
the curriculum was developed
during the summer of 1988 by six
Rose-Hulman professors.
Under the leadership of mathe-
matics professor Brian J. Winkel
and electrical engineering pro-
fessor Jeffrey E. Froyd, a pro-
posal for a $500,000 grant was
submitted to the National Sci-
ence Foundation during the 1988-
89 academic year. With this
funding, the professors hoped to
develop educational materials
with student associates over the
summer and purchase equip-
ment necessary to carry out the
pilot program.
Professors involved with
development of the curriculum
this summer were Brian J. Wink-
el, mathematics; Edward A.
Mottel, chemistry; Michael J.
Moloney, physics; Jerry Fine,
Mechanical Engineering; and
Jeffrey E. Froyd, electrical
engineering.
During mid-July of this sum-
mer, the professors in charge
agreed with administrators to
postpone the pilot program until
the 1990-91 school year because
the NSF had still not informed
them on whether the grant had
been approved.
The NSF grant finally came
through early this month, but
this was far too late for the
money to be useful for the fall
pilot project. One of the major
considerations, the workstation
to be used in the curriculum, still
had not been determined.
Despite this setback, the curri-
culum received an $11,000 grant
from the Arvin Foundation and
another NSF grant (for the pur-
chase of data acquisition equip-
ment for the physics lab).
Because pilot program has
been postponed, it is still not cer-
tain whether the curriculum will
be able to make full use of the
funding they have received.
In addition to funding for the
curriculum project, the project
accumulated a sizeable mass of
problem sets, software and pro-
jects thanks to the efforts of
eight student associates: Matt
Drew, sophomore; David Be-
rfanger, junior; David Smith,
sophomore; Matt Morris, senior;
Garth Grimm, junior; Greg
Gass, senior; Gary Tyrrell,
senior; and P.J. Hinton, junior.
Major developments resulting
from their efforts include the ap-
plication of a sonic ranger as a
tool in tracking motion in the
physics lab, the use of spread-
sheets to perform large scale
calculations (such as investigat-
ing the performance of a buffer),
the use of computerized algebra
systems to analyze laboratory
data sets and the creation of
several design projects to help
the freshmen exercise creative
skills.
Some of the material will be
tested this fall in the traditional
curriculum to see if the students
gain any valuable knowledge.
One such example is the use of
the sonic ranger and data
acquisition equipment in Mecha-
nics (PH 125) labs this fall.
New use of optical fiber could
benefit industry and consumer
The lightweight strand of op-
tical fiber looks too unassuming
to be the focus of physics and ap-
plied optics associate professor
Robert Bunch's futuristic re-
search.
However, Bunch and a team of
students working in the Center
for Applied Optics Studies here
at Rose believe they've de-
veloped a new way to use the
tiny thread to help develop a new
generation of super computers,
high-definition television
(HDTV), and fiber optic net-
works at home.
Their work takes on a different
bent than the ideas of fellow sci-
entists working on tomorrow's fi-
ber optics applications.
And, bent is the keyword.
The current uses of fiber optic
and laser technology are com-
monplace: from the infrared
scanning devices at supermarket
check out counters to improved
telephone communication and
laser surgery.
Future uses of the technology
are limited because the fiber
does not operate effectively with-
in a confined space.
That problem could be elimin-
ated if the fiber can be bent and
still retain a majority of its op-
tical power.
Developing such a technique is
what Bunch and his students be-
lieve they accomplished.
"Our success could open up an
entirely new way of thinking
about how this type of technology
can be applied," Bunch said.
"Thus far, fiber optics has
been used for applications over a
long distance. Utilization by the
telephone industry is a prime ex-
ample.
"With the technique we've de-
veloped, the technology could be
used over shorter distances,
where space is at a premium."
According to Bunch, the proc-
ess could hasten the develop-
ment of a new generation of
high-speed optical computers.
Instead of circuit boards in the
computer being wired together,
they would be linked via optical
fiber. He said that would mean
faster transmission of data with
less chance of error.
His research began 18 months
ago when officials of Naval
Avionics Center, and India
napolis-based developer of
military aircraft electronic sys-
tems, sought the research serv-
ices provided by the Center for
Applied Optics Studies. Naval
Avionics wanted to improve jet
electronic guidance and defense
systems by replacing the wire
with fiber optics.
By heating the fiber, bending
it, and enclosing it in an L-
shaped, protective connector
body, test results have shown
that a significant amount of op-
tical power has been retained de-
spite the bend, according to
Roger Cannon. Cannon is one of
three graduate students who has
worked on the project.
Bunch compared the loss of op-
tical power that occurs when the
fiber is bent normally as similar
to the reduction in eyesight if a
person were to put on sunglasses
in a dimly lit room.
A key problem to solve for
Naval Avionics was how to use
the optical fiber in the cramped
environment found in jet air-
craft.
John Herp, a project engineer
who was Naval Avionics' coordi-
nator on the project, says the re-
search resulted in the answer to
an important question.
"Now we know that without us-
ing an elaborate method, the fi-
ber can be bent as much as 90
degrees without significant loss
of optical power. That's impor-
tant to our efforts to develop
more complex electronic aircraft
systems," Herp stated.
He added that the research
would not have been done with-
out the services of the Center.
"It was more economically
feasible for us to use the Center
than to do the research our-
selves," Herp said.
Twenty prototypes of the de-
vice have been shipped to Naval
Avionics and are being evalu-
ated.
Even though high-tech uses of
the new technique may be im-
plemented soon, Cannon and
Bunch agree it will take longer
for the new process to be used in
consumer products and services.
Bunch says that despite the
lack of interest now in the optics
industry to use fiber over short
distances for consumer products,
that interest will increase in
years to come. "I'm confident
our method of bending the fiber
is a key to future technological
successes," he stressed.
Herp echoes Bunch's predic-
tion and says he foresees a big
market in the future.
To an extent, we've been
dreamers, " Bunch said in ex-
plaining interest in the project.
"We've been looking toward the
21st century. But then, dreaming
is how new ideas are created,"
he said.
•
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Welcome
Welcome from Dr. Hulbert
by Samuel F. Hulbert
Rose-Hulman President
I admit to being prejudice. but
I believe you have chosen a great
place to go to college. Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology
(known as Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute for its first 100 years), has
been and is on the frontier of
engineering and science educa-
tion.
In the 1830's the first degree in
Chemical Engineering was given
at Rose Polytechnic Institute. In
the 1960's Rose Poly was a pione-
er in bioengineering education.
In the 1980's Rose-Hulman is the
only educational institute offer-
ing a baccalaureate degree in
Applied Optics; 1 of only 3
engineering schools offering lan-
guage instruction in Japanese;
has the largest course offerings
of any technological institute in
Asian Studies and one of the very
few educational institutions with
Technical Translator Programs
in German and Russian.
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology has some of the fin-
est undergraduate engineering
and science laboratories in the
entire country. In the past 5
years Rose-Hulman has spent
approximately $25 million in
building, refurbishing and
reequipping its academic facili-
ties (all of it paid for by gifts.
none of it from tuition dollars).
Dr. Hulbert
and has an exceptional beautiful
campus. But the most important
thing about Rose-Hulman is the
quality of its people. We have an
exceptionally talented faculty, a
very dedicated staff and a great
student body.
There is no question but what
you are going to receive a super-
ior engineering and science edu-
cation: one which will allow you
to compete in the years to come
very favorably in the job mar-
ket, particularly with regard to
the emerging technologies.
The future belongs to the
engineer and scientist. The tech-
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nologists are destined to be the
leaders in future society. The in-
formation revolution, and other
technical advances are going to
occur at an ever increasing rate.
How these technologies are em-
ployed will have an enormous
impact on the quality of life for
all of society.
Our country desperately needs
creative engineering and science
graduates. but even more it
needs engineers and scientists
who have been humanized.
The future standard of living of
our country is in large measure
related to the technological ex-
pertise and creativity of our en-
gineers and scientists. More im-
portantly, the quality of life in
our future world is going to be
largely related to how liberally
educated and how humanized
our engineering and science
graduates are.
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology is committed to the
teaching of citizenship. The ad-
ministration and faculty are
very concerned about the moral,
cultural. and social development
of each and every student.
There is a Hindu poem that
tells about the beggar. One day a
prince and all his entourage are
seen coming down the street.
The beggar is thrilled when the
entourage stops in front of him
and the carriage door is opened.
and the prince emerges and
walks up to the beggar. The
What
by Kent Neier
When Freshmen start to move
into their rooms on Sunday,
some of the first people they see
are their Sophomore Advisors
who will be living on the floor
with them. Why are these other-
wise normal students given the
honor of making the important
"first impression — of Rose-
Hulman with the students and
their families? It is because
Sophomore Advisors have that
certain something that jumps out
at someone and says "I am your
friend: I'm here to help you."
Sophomore Advisors are stu-
dents who have been selected on
their merits to become a Fresh-
man's first real liaison with col-
lege. There are two living on ev-
ery Freshman floor along with
the Resident Assistant. They
have made a commitment to
helping underclassmen cope with
the change in scenery from high
school to college. They do this
mostly out of the goodness of
their hearts, since no pay or sub-
sidy is involved.
Why, you say, would anyone
want to become a SA? After talk-
ing with anyone who has been a
SA the reasons become much
clearer. There are many benefits
that can be attributed to the
Sophomore Advisor position.
One of these benefits is the
development of interpersonal
skills. Employers rarely hire
someone because he got a cer-
tain grade in one class or anoth-
er. More often, it is because they
see that one person is very adept
at dealing with other people.
This person can be relied on to
present ideas to other people in
ways that they understand them.
Also. employers love to see that
one of the persons that they are
considering hiring has pro-
minently presented himself as a
leader. The Sophomore Advisor
position supplies "on the job
training- for both of these im-
portant personal attributes.
Being a SA also teaches the
value of time and time manage-
ment. The SA position is not one
for procrastinators, because just
when you sit down to start that
paper that is due tomorrow, in
walks someone who just broke
beggar says to himself, my day
has finally come. after all these
years I am going to get a very
significant gift.
To the surprise of the beggar
the Prince asks, -What have you
to give me?" A stunned beggar
opens his sack, fumbles around
looking for the very smallest
item, and finally brings out a
small pea. The Prince thanks the
beggar for his gift. gets back in
his carriage, and he and his
entourage traveled on down the
street.
That night, back in the beggars
hubble. he opens up his sack and
finds a small piece of gold,
exactly the same size of the pea
he gave to the Prince; and the
beggar thought, only if I had
dared to give more of myself. I
would have received so much
more in return.
I am persuaded the more that
you give of yourself to your fami-
ly, friends. community. school,
etc., the more you will receive in
return.
The hopes and aspirations of
the faculty for the Class of 1993
are beautifully phrased in a
prayer. reportedly written by
General Douglas MacArthur:
"Build me a son. 0 Lord, Who
will be strong enough to know
when he is weak, and brave
enough to face himself when he
is afraid: one who will be proud
•is an
up with his girlfriend and needs
to talk to someone. Time man-
agement means preparing for
situations such as this by making
do with the time that you do
have. This, too. is an important
trait to have in the real world.
Being a SA does not come
easy. though. There are many
responsibilities that must be
handled daily. Among other
things, a SA must be a positive
role model at all times. He must
also be able to communicate
effectively with other people.
Also. he should be available and
open to everyone at all times.
and finally he should establish
himself as a leader.
Some of the duties of a SA in-
clude organizing activities such
as cook-outs and intramural ath-
letics, helping Freshmen when
they get stuck on a homework
problem, and most importantly
— helping someone who is away
from home for the first time (i.e.
most Freshmen) get used to col-
lege life. This last responsibility
could mean anything from pro-
viding information about doing
laundry to counseling someone if
he has a problem either at school
or away from it.
Now, you know most of the de-
tails about what a Sophomore
Advisor does once he is selected,
but how is he selected. Rest as-
and unbending in honest defeat,
but humble and gentle in victory.
Build me a son whose wishes
will not take the place of deeds.
whose wishbone will not be
where his backbone should be: a
son who will know thee — and
that to know himself is the
foundation stone of all true
knowledge.
Lead him, I pray. not in the
paths of ease and comfort, but
under the stress and spur of diffi-
culties and challenge. Here let
him learn to stand up in the
storm: here let him learn
compassion for those who fail.
Build me a son whose heart
will be clean, whose goal will be
high: a son who will master him-
self before he seeks to master
other men; one who will learn to
laugh. yet never forget how to
weep; one who will reach far into
the future, yet never forget the
past.
And after all these things are
his. add. I pray enough of a sense
of humor so that he may always
be serious, yet never take him-
self too seriously. Give him a
touch of humility, so that he may
always remember the simplicity
of true greatness. the open mind
of true wisdom, and the meek-
ness of true strength.
Then, I. his father. will dare, in
the sacred recesses of my own
heart, to whisper, 'I have not
lived in vain:
S•A• •
sured it is not something that is
done randomly. In the Spring, a
careful selection process is car-
ried out. The first part involves
filling out an application and get-
ting recommendations from your
present Resident Assistant and
Sophomore Advisors. The next
part is an actual interview with
Tom Miller and Pete Gustafson,
along with members of the Resi-
dent Assistant staff who have
been selected for the following
year. Based on information
gained through these processes.
twenty individuals will be
selected from all of the ap-
plicants as Sophomore Advisors
for the following school year.
Let me encourage all Fresh-
men to at least go through the
selection process. It helps you
find out something about your-
self and it also gives you a valu-
able experience; you will learn
how to prepare for an interview
and express yourself properly.
Throughout the year you will
hear about various functions and
information sessions for people
wanting to become Sophomore
Advisors. The only thing you are
giving up by applying is the cou-
ple of hours it takes for the in-
terview and the application.
What you can gain is a year of
great experiences that can last a
lifetime.
*
*
* SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
*
* FOR THE CHINA CAUSE
WEAR A BEIJING UNIVERSITY T-SHIRT
S11.00 plus S1.50 postage & handling Each — Check or Money Order
Mail with Return Adaress and Payment To-
SUTRA ENTERPRISES. Dept. 35
610 E. Bell Rd.. Suite 2-270
Ptx:enix. AZ 85022
SPECIFY QTY:
Red wrtt Gold Letters
_Srn _Med  L ____XLg Add $1.00)
Gold wttti Red Letters
Sir __Med Add $1.00
DUE TO TREMENDOUS DEMAND ALLOW 3-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
10% OF ALL PROFITS DONATED TO CAUSE - MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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National News
News Briefs
Cult experts claim dangerous
groups are on campuses 'everywhere'
CPS) — Dangerous
religious cults are cropping
up on college campuses, a
cult expert has claimed.
"You may not think it's a
problem on your campus, but
you have it," warned Marcia
Rudin, director of the In-
ternational Cult Education
Program in New York City.
Rudin initially made the
claim July 21 at a meeting of
the International Association
of Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators in Atlanta.
Cults — from mind-
controlling unconventional
Christian organizations to vio-
lence prone satanic groups —
"are still very much around
on college campuses," she
said.
"They're really a problem
everywhere," Rudin told Col-
lege Press Service, especially Campus Crusade for Christ,
in the South-and at affluent although known for its
colleges, including Brown and aggressive recruiting tactics,
George Mason universities, is honest, Rudin said . "As
That's news to Brown Univer- long as they're up-front and
sity officials, who said they they don't use manipulative
couldn't recall any run-ins and deceitful tactics, we don't
with cults for at least the past object," she added,
two years, said spokesman Cults aren't necessarily
Mark Nickle. At George criminal Rudin said. "No one
Mason, though, university wants to curb freedom of
officials last spring denied a religion."
Efforts to recruit and retain
minority students falling short
(CPS) — Despite efforts by
most colleges and universities
to attract and retain more
minority students, few are
successful, says "Campus
Trends, 1989," a report from
the American Council on
Education (ACE).
Eight in ten administrators
who responded to an ACE sur-
vey reported either "a lot" or
"some" activity toward
attracting and retaining
minority students, but a pal-
try one in four said minority
enrollment had gone up last
year.
Rose-Hulman President
Samuel F. Hulbert attributed
an increase in freshman
request by the Unification
Church, affiliated with the
Rev. Sun Myung Moon, to be
recognized by the University.
"They said they had been
formally recognized by other
schools when they hadn't,"
said spokesman Daniel
Waslch. "They can still come
on campus, just as any
group,"
Rudin defined a cult as a
group "exhibiting an ex-
cessive devotion" to an idea
and using "unethically man-
ipulative techniques of per-
suasion and control."
She said the Hare Krishnas,
some of the "churches of
Christ," and the Unification
Church, or the Moonies, are
the most active "cults" on
college campuses.
engineering enrollment for
the 1989-90 school year re-
ported in a recent article in
the Chronicle of Higher
Education to increasing
numbers of minorities now
enrolling in engineering col-
leges. Rose-Hulman's admis-
sions office is pursuing the
recruitment of more minori-
ties by purchasing a list of
prospective black students
from the Student Search Serv-
ice.
It's encouraging that
there's a tremendous level of
activity," said Elaine El-
Khawas, an ACE vice presi-
dent and author of the report.
"But the actual results fall
short.-
Former Winston model claims
tobacco company peddled to teens
(CPS) -- A model who rap-
pelled down mountains to
project a manly image for
Winston cigarettes told Con-
gress July 25 that the ads he
and others made were
wrongly aimed at teenagers
and children.
"When the tobacco industry
tells you that it doesn't want
your children to smoke, that's
a big lie," said David Goer-
litz, who endorsed a bill that
would severely restrict ciga-
rette advertising, especially
when seen by children.
Goerlitz, once a heavy
smoker and now a spokesman
for various anti-smoking
groups, claims he "was told
very clearly that young peo-
ple were the market they
were after."
The former model said that
RJR Nabisco marketing ex-
perts interviewed teenagers
in shopping malls, showing
them pictures of him and
other "Winston men" to
choose the most effective
photos for ads, a charge RJR
flatly denies.
"We do that kind of test-
ing," allowed spokesman
David Fishel, "But we use
adults."
Senators introduce national
service bill
(CPS) — Students may be
encouraged to volunteer for
some kind of "national serv-
ice" job, but probably won't
be required to do so in order
to get financial aid for col-
lege, if a U.S. Senate com-
promise bill becomes law.
The compromise, adopted
July 27 and due to be debated
when senators return to
Washington, D.C., later this
fall, blends elements of sever-
al rival national service bills,
but excludes Sen. Sam Nunn's
(D-Ga.) proposal to force col-
lege students to serve in the
armed forces or a civilian vol-
unteer corps to get college
grants.
The compromise "includes
the best features of all the
bills, and the price tag is with-
in realistic constraints,- said
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-
Mass.) in sponsoring the bill.
The $330 million plan is de-
signed to promote public serv-
ice by offering incentives like
academic credit, stipends, job
training, educational aid and
help for first-time home buy-
ers.
Professor shortage hits half
of the nation's
by Amy Hudson
(CPS) — Students on half the
campuses in the country will find
their schools suffering from
some sort of shortage of pro-
fessors this fall, the American
Council on Education (ACE) pre-
dicts.
While experts have been
forecasting colleges in the 1990s
will suffer drastic faculty short-
ages — perhaps up to 1000,000
campus-level teaching jobs will
remain unfilled from lack of
qualified people — the ACE re-
port is the first to indicate the
problems may have started.
Half the campuses surveyed
earlier in August by the ACE, a
trade group for college presi-
dents based in Washington, D.C.,
reported their searches for quali-
fied teaching applicants take lon-
ger than in previous years.
And when they find someone
they want to hire, half the
schools say they're having trou-
ble convincing the applicants to
take the jobs.
We've seen the proportion of
campuses reporting difficulty in
this area nearly double in the
last two years, and we expect
this trend to continue into the
1990s," warned the ACE's Elaine
El-Khawas, author of the report.
El-Khawas found colleges are
having the most trouble finding
computer science, math, health
and business professors.
Nationwide, 15 percent of all
the tenure-track business pro-
fessorships went unfilled for the
entire 1988-89 school year, es-
timates the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB), the St. Louis-based
group that accredits campus
business curricula.
To keep up, campuses will
need to hire 37 percent more pro-
fessors by the year 2003, es-
timated Mike McGuire, senior
planning officer at Franklin and
Marshall College in Pennsyl-
vania, where he recently finished
a study of faculty attrition at 29
institutions.
For students, it means more of
their classes will be taught by
graduate assistants and, pre-
sumably, not as effectively as
they would have been with fully
colleges
trained professors at the head of
the room.
Louisiana State University, for
example, has lost so many pro-
fessors just in the last eight
months that some of its adminis-
trators are worried some LSU
programs may lose their
accreditations.
Ten of LSU's 18 accounting
faculty members have left since
January, reported department
Chairman Vincent Brenner.
In all, 120 professors have left
LSU's Baton Rouge campus in
1989, provoked by uncertainty
over what will happen to them
after a reorganization of the
state's higher education system
and by persistently low salaries.
At the 14-campus California
State University system, admin-
istrators are gearing up for a
shortage of 10,000 to 11,000 fac-
ulty over the next 10 to 15 years,
thanks to a projected surge in en-
rollment and mass retirements
of professors hired during the
1960s when the CSU system was
being formed.
To combat the problem, CSU is
offering financial incentives and
even to forgive loans to students
who agree to go on to get docto-
rates and, ultimately, teach at
CSU.
For students, it means
more of their classes
will be taught by gradu-
ate assistants and, pre-
sumably, not as effec-
tively as they would
have been with fully
trained professors at
the head of the room.
"Right now, the Ph.D. pipeline
isn't providing the numbers
needed,- said CSU spokesman
Steve MacCarthy.
"The bottom line is that we
have to get more people into the
Ph.D. pipeline," McGuire added.
Bachelors degrees in fields like
engineering and computer sci-
ence are winning students start-
ing salaries of $30,000 to 35,000
this summer, the College Place-
ment Council in Bethlehem, Pa..
reported in late July.
As a result, students can
choose between making a good
salary or going on to grad school
for four more years, during
which they may go deeper into
debt. With their doctoral de-
grees, moreover, they would
then face a career of teaching
which would earn them far less
than they could make in private
industry.
Shrinking federal support for
colleges since 1980 has made it
even harder for colleges to find
money to raise professor's salar-
ies, some observers have noted.
Yet, at least in LSU's account-
ing department, finding qualified
professors has always been a
battle. "We've never been fully
staffed, Brenner declared.
"The accounting shortage has
been going on for 25 years."
To fill the gaps, Brenner has
relied on graduate students to
teach middle level classes, thus
defying AACSB accreditation
standards.
-It can be destroyed in a mat-
ter of .,ne or two years," Brenner
said o he dopart ments's reputa
lion. ' ,og to be in really
bad stia
"There.: 7ying need for
pie to go t.t.i.h." added Dick
us of the Engineering Manpowtr
Commission in Washington. who
said that some 1.800 of the 20.000
available teaching positions
were vacant last year.
Willis, like most others, thinks
this is just the beginning.
Franklin and Marshall's
McGuire agreed. "We've still got
five to eight years before things
get critical."
McGuire also foresaw wealthi-
er universities raiding other
schools for faculty, causing huge
rifts in the quality of education
among various schools.
In a separate report, Universi-
ty of Colorado College of Busi-
ness officials complained in
early August that they were los-
ing faculty members to better-
endowed campuses. While top
business schools can pay pro-
fessors $120,000 to $150,000 a
year, CU's average is closer to
$60,000 a year.
Despite FBI report, U. police
maintain their campuses are safe
(CPS) — The University of
New Mexico reported more vio-
lent crimes in 1988 than any of
the other 356 campuses that
voluntarily supplied the Federal
Bureau of Investigation with sta-
tistics.
Based on the agency's annual
Uniform Crime Report released
August 6, the UNM Campus. with
an enrollment of 24,124 had two
rapes, one robbery and 50 aggra-
vated assaults.
The reports, said UNM police
Capt. Alex Roybal, is mislead-
ing. "The other guys aren't
reporting them and we are.
Crimes of violence — and I mean
violence — are very very rare.
Most of these things we report
are fist fights."
Much of the violence, added
Roybal, is caused by outsiders
from surrounding Albuquerque.
Campus police and public rela-
tions officials long have criti-
cized the annual FBI report as
flawed, if only because the raw
data are unverified.
While one campus like UNM
may report "fist fights" as vio-
lent crimes, another will report
only felony-class incidents. Stu-
dents sometimes are surprised to
find that highly publicized rapes
or brawls that may have ter-
rorized them last fall don't show
up on the FBI report.
University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire students, for instance,
were frightened by two sexual
assaults reported within one
week last October, but campus
police reported only one violent
crime — a rape — to the FBI.
The result is that the statistics
don't provide a very good picture
of how safe or unsafe any one
campus is.
A footnote in the FBI report
cautions against using the data
— in which campuses are listed
by state, together with the num-
ber of crimes that were reported
on them — to make "any inter-
campus comparisons."
The FBI, says spokeswoman
Joan Laclair, is the only messen-
ger. "We just publish the data.
What the public does with the
data is really up to them."
Just behind UNM in honest
reporting of crime, if not in
crime itself, was New Jersey's
University of Medicine and
Dentistry, which, despite an en-
rollment of only 2,305, processed
reports of seven rapes, 15
robberies and 29 assaults in 1988.
"We're located in the hardest
crime area of the city, and a lot
of people (off-campus) will call
us before they will call the New-
ark police," explained university
employees and students, Consolo
maintained. "I can't recall one
rape in the last five years of a
student or employee."
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1989-90 School Calendar
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FALL TERM 1989-90
.>
:›
.>
:>
:>
:.> Oct. 10 Tues.
*.>
:>
:> Oct. 12, 13 Thurs.-Fri.
:> Oct. 16 Mon.
*.>
:> Nov. 13 Mon.
Nov. 16 Thurs.
*.>
•.> Nov. 17 Fri.
Nov. 20 Mon.
:>
*.>
*.>
*.>
*.>
:.>
*.>
*.>
:.>
*.> 0
:.>
*.>
*.>
;>
:>
March 5
:› March 8
:› March 12
:> April 6
:> April 16
.>
• April 18
:> April 21
Aug. 25
Aug. 27-30
Aug. 30
Aug. 31
Sept. 6
Sept. 11
Oct. 7
.>
• April 25
•.>
.>
May 21
•
•.> May 26
*.> May 29
.>
Fri.
Sun.-Wed.
Wed.
Thurs.
Wed.
Mon.
Sat.
Fee Payments Due — Fall Quarter
Freshman Orientation
Freshman Registration
Classes Begin — 8:05 a.m.
Registration deadline — 4:00 p.m.
Final Date for Schedule Changes
Midterm Progress Reports Due — 11:00 a.m.
Homecoming
Registration for Winter Term
(Classes in Session)
No Classes
Final date to drop course without penalty
Final Examinations Begin — 8:00 a.m.
Fall Term Ends — 5:00 p.m.
Fee Payments Due — Winter Quarter
Final Grades Due — 9:00 a.m.
NM! New eAR!
Spring Break - April 6-16
SPRING TERM 1989-90
Classes Begin — 8:05 a.m.
Registration Deadline — 4:00 p.m.
Final date for schedule changes
Spring Break Begins — After Last Class
Classes Resume — 8:05 a.m.
Midterm Progress Reports Due — 11:00
[IT Examination
Last date to drop course without penalty
Registration for Fall Term
(Classes in Session)
Grades due for graduating seniors — 9:00 a.m.
Final Examinations Begin — 8:00 a.m.
Commencement -- 11:00 a.m., Fieldhouse
Final Grades Due — 9:00 a.m.
Mon.
Thurs.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Tues.
Mon.
Sat.
Tues.
NELPi
Fall Break - Oct. 12, 13
WINTER TERM 1989-89
Nov. 27
Nov. 30
Dec. 4
Dec. 22
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. 26
Thanksgiving Break - Nov. 16-27
Mon. Classes Begin — 8:05 a.m.
Thurs. Registration Deadline — 4:00 p.m.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Sat.
Tues.
Fri.
Mon.
Thurs.
Fri.
Mon.
a.m.
" " " " " " 
I. " " " " " " " " " " " " " d'S• " 5. " " "
<:
<:
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•
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<:
•
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•
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Final date for schedule changes
Christmas Vacation Begins — After Last Class ‘<*;
Classes Resume — 8:05 a.m. •
Midterm Progress Reports Due — 11:00 a.m.
Registration for Spring Term
(Classes in Session)
Final date to drop course without penalty
Final Examinations Begin — 8:00 a.m.
Winter Term Ends — 5:00 p.m.
Fee Payments Due — Spring Quarter
Final Grades Due — 9:00 a.m.
••••
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Department Room Ext.
Bruce D. Allison Chemistry F-103 395
Andrew R. Mech Mechanical Eng. D-105 325
William Hayden Housekeeping 432
David J. Purdy Mechanical Eng. D-104 321
Jerry Fine Mechanical Eng. D-102 353
Claude Anderson Computer Science L-130 331
Bob Houghtalen Civil Engineering 0-225C 449
Mallory North Mechanical Eng. D-107 216
Jerry Caskey Chemical Eng. 0-211 382
Jeff Froyd Electrical Eng. C-211 340
Rev. Harry L. Gordon Housekeeping 432
Mark A. Yoder Electrical Eng. D-208 291
Frank Cunning Chemical Eng. 0-104 380
Bryan Taylor Publications Templeton 258
Arts
Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series
Will Rogers' USA and the
National Opera Company's pre-
sentation of Cinderella are
among seven programs that will
be featured during the 1989-90
Rose-Hulman Fine Arts series
that opens Sept. 30.
Kicking off the series will be a
performer who has used few
words to entertain audiences
around the world. Mime-artist
Trent Arterberry will present a
two-act show that will include a
blend of mime, comedy and audi-
ence participation that is en-
hanced with special effects.
Arterberry has performed
throughout Europe and in famed
Radio City Music Hall in New
York City. His talents were the
subject of a television show enti-
tled, "Meet Trent Arterberry,"
which received an Emmy Award
nomination.
The classic story of Cinderella
will be brought to life via music
and drama on Oct. 28 by the
National Opera Co. Founded in
1948, the company was created to
increase the popularity of opera
by performing it in English.
Will Rogers, the common
man's philosopher, will be the
subject of a one-man show Dec.
15. featuring Gene McFall. A
natural resemblance in both
looks and voice assists McFall's
portrayal of Will Rogers as au-
diences are transported back to
the 1930s.
Rogers' humorous observa-
tions about daily events and peo-
ple in the news will be re-created
by McFall who joins actor James
Whitmore as the only men to
tour with the show.
A concert by the Chicago
Winds will be presented on Jan.
20. The woodwind quintet has
performed with the Chicago
symphony, the Lyric Opera of
Chicago and in Europe. Their
performances include a variety
of music from Scott Joplin to Be-
ethoven.
Violinist Julia Bushkova, a
Russian native and honors
graduate of the Tchaikovsky
Conservatory, will perform the
works of Brahms and other
classical composers on the
Moench Hall Auditorium stage
Feb. 10 Born in Moscow into a
family of outstanding violinists,
Bushkova began lessons at the
age of five and ten years later
made her concert debut in Po-
land.
The talents of Rose-Hulman
faculty, staff and students will be
spotlighted March 24 during the
annual Engineers in Concert pro-
gram. The concert will feature
instrumentals, vocal solos, and
performances by the Rose-
Hulman Glee Club and Jazz
Band.
The 1989-90 Fine Arts Series
will conclude March 31 with an
appearance by the Baroque
Orchestra of Indiana University.
The group is dedicated to the re-
creation of original 17th and 18th
century music and uses modern
replicas of old instruments or
baroque instruments that have
been restored.
All programs in the series be-
gin at 7:30 p.m. in the Moench
Hall Auditorium. The Engineers
in Concert show is free of
charge. Tickets for all other per-
formances are $3 for adults $1.50
for senior citizens and non-Rose
students.
Ifs the ultimate!
HP-28S Advanced Scientific Calculator
Another member of HP'S proud
family of quality calculators.
Try it today. [ha HEWLETT
PACKARD
Rose Bookstore
Many people come to college seeking knowledge.
Others seek to prepare for successful careers.
Regardless of the reason for coming, almost everyone
finds his college days to be a period of rapid personal
growth. It is a time to encounter new ideas, to be
challenged, to examine personal values and life goals,
to seek one's place in society and even in the universe.
As Christian faculty and staff at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, we
believe that Jesus Christ has spoken about every important question men have
raised. More to the point — He is the answer for all those who believe in Him as
Lord and Savior. (I am the way, the truth and the life ... John 14:6.)
If you would like to examine the claims of Jesus Christ further, or would just
like to talk to someone, feel very free to contact one of us.
Rose-Hulman
Box No.
66
143
30
151
140
98
58
145
53
111
30
103
56
14
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Sports
CAC moments linger, Rose moves on.
by Ken Koziol
The fall of 1989 brings a new
conference to the NCAA Division
III in Indiana, and a new era to
Rose-Hulman sports. The school
will now enter the Indiana Col-
lege Athletic Conference (ICAC)
having formerly been in the Col-
lege Athletic Conference (CAC).
The newly formed conference
features seven other schools:
Taylor University, Franklin Col-
lege, Wabash College, Anderson
University, DePauw University,
Hanover College, and Manches-
ter College. All of these schools
are Indiana-based. Rose-Hulman
athletic director Scott Duncan
believes that the conference is
one 'that has a lot of parity. It
will depend on who will be a
competitor each week. Not all
the sports from each school show
as much equality however. An-
derson, for instance, has been
known to be a power on the
track, while Wabash has a very
good cross-country team. Rose-
Hulman promises to bring into
the conference a brilliant record
of winning in a variety of sports.
In the past three years the
football team has had a 25-5 rec-
ord going 8-2, 9-1, and 8-2
respectively. In that span the
Engineers have won the CAC ti-
tle twice while being nationally
ranked in the NCAA Division III
for the first time in school's his-
tory. Individually, one of the def-
inite standout for this team was
Jason Duff ('89) who held every
passing record at Rose not to
mention being ranked among the
leaders of the nation.
The Conference is one
"that has a lot of par-
ity." — Scott Duncan,
athletic director.
Running teams at Rose have
been remarkably successful for
quite some time. The track and
field team has dominated the
CAC during most of its history.
For the past eleven years the
team has won the conference
while producing numerous All-
Conference athletes. not to men-
tion a handfull of All-Americans.
In the NCAA finals Brian Bartley
recently placed sixth in the
400IM Hurdles. Not long ago,
however, Chris Trapp was the in-
dividual champion of the nation
in the javelin. Not only did he
win it once, but he came back to
repeat his performance two
more times.
The cross-country team will
also leave the CAC as champions
winning for the past three years
including wins in eight of the
past fourteen years. The harriers
are constantly working on their
physical and mental preparation
which is so vital in long-distance
running. Positions seem to have
been changing as of late in re-
gard to the number of each run-
ner. Jason Lueking has been a
bright spot on the squad for the
past few years, not to mention
Bob Jacobs who has begun to ac-
complish himself as a long-
distance runner as well as a
middle-distance runner. The
leader of the team, however, is
sophomore Chris Wilson who as
a freshmen proved himself to
handle the 8K races. Last year
he paced the team to the CAC ti-
tle becoming the individual
champion. He also collected
numerous other awards such as
top point-getter and Most Valu-
able Runner.
Gene Mitz coached his golf
team to three of the last four
CAC titles leaving the conference
as champions. The 'bad' year the
team had it got second, showing
that it should be strong in the fu-
ture. Leaders of the past golf
teams were Steve Mendoza and
Dennis Aldridge.
Athough the College Athletic
Conference did not hold a formal
wrestling tournament, Rose has
Soccer team alive and kickin
by Ken Koziol
Head Coach Greg Ruark's
soccer team is working hard to
regain its poise after a dis-
appointing year in 1988. In be-
tween work on skills of the game,
the players run and run ... and
run. The team has improved
greatly and Ruark sees it as be-
coming even better in time. How
much time? Maybe even this
year.
Last years's record of 5-10-1
was not embarrassing, but the
disappointment came from the
means of losing. One-goal mar-
gins were the difference in a
good number of the Engineer's
games. Ruark hasn't easened the
team's schedule to compensate
by any stretch of the imagina-
tion. Some new opponents in-
elude Rockford College, a partic-
ipant in the 1988 NCAA Division
III tournament, Wheaton Col-
lege, 1984 national champions:
DePauw University, Illinois Be-
nedictine College, Wabash Col-
lege, and MacMurray College.
"The only way you improve is to
play quality opponents. That's
why we'll open with Rockford
College,- said Ruark.
The Engineers won't start
without experience though.
Seven starters return along with
four others who made consider-
able contributions in 1988. Lead-
ing the offensive attack will be
seniors Garrett Gehlhausen and
Dan Palazzolo. Sophomore Corey
House will also get added play-
ing time after impressing Ruark
last season. 'One of Corey's
strengths is his speed — some-
thing we lack, overall, as a
team.'
On the defensive side of the
ball are returning starters Brian
Hall, Dan Vetters and Mark
Schulz, the team's most im-
proved player in 1988. At the goal
keeper position is sophomore
standout Tom Brown. He re-
corded 1.5 shutouts in route to
being named the most valuable
rookie of the year in 1988. Mark
Boenke ('92 ) , Al Radomsky
('90), and Todd Logan ('90) are
also expected to be big con-
tributors to this year's team.
The team's first game at Rock-
ford will be away on September 2
at 1 p.m. The first home game
will be Sept. 8 against MacMur-
ray College at 4 p.m.
Cross-country running again
by Ken Koziol
Rose-Hulman's cross-country
team arrived on campus Sunday
August 20th to begin prepara-
tions for the 1989 season. The En-
gineers, who have won the Col-
lege Athletic Conference cham-
pionship for the past three years,
started two-a-day workouts on
Monday at 6:30 A.M.
The team will be busy three
times each day while off the road
practicing. Nonunning sessions
will be held to enable the team to
establish individual and team
goals as well as to let loose with
other special activities.
Head Coach Bill Welch com-
mented that the real purpose of
this camp is to set goals, come
together as a group, and to cre-
ate enthusiasm for the coming
year.
The Harriers return almost all
of their championship squad
from last year. This group in-
cludes seniors: Jason Lueking,
Bloomfield, IN; Brian Moench,
Danville,IN; Bob Jacobs, Holly,
MI; Frank Visingardi, Nanuet,
NY; Tony Kochert, Floyd Knobs,
IN. Returning sophomores who
were letter-winners are Greg Di-
xon, Albequerque, NM, Steve
Lawrence, Springfield, IL, and
Chris Wilson, Hartford City, IN.
1989 Cross Country Schedule
Aug. 26
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 13
Oct. 28
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Home meets in CAPS
ENGINEERS STOMP
at Bellamire Invitational
Louisville, Ky.
at Wisconsin-Parkside,
Kenosha, Wisc.
at Danville Invitational
Danville,
WABASH COLLEGE
at Indiana Intercollegiate
West Lafayette
at ICAC Championships
Anderson
at NCAA Regionals,
Albion, Mich.
NCAA Division III Finals
Rock Island, Ill.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
4 p.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
Wilson was the individual CAC
champion, and most valuable
runner last year as a freshman.
Also running for the Engineers
will be sophomore Brad Bechtel
from Noblesville, IN, and fresh-
men Mark Stremler, Tracy
Grunden, Brett Mazany, and Jes-
se Penn. Other will join when
school starts.
This years team obviously has
an abundance of experience in
the five seniors. Of the eight
returning lettermen, seven were
among the top eight last year,
and six were all-conference in
the CAC. Welch expects a lot of
leadership to show from this
squad.
The Engineers are pointing
mainly towards their annual
meet with rival Wabash College
on October 7th, the conference
meet, and the NCAA regional.
Before the four mile race at Be-
llarmine College in Louisville,
the team will run in the Engi-
neer's Stomp, an intra-squad run
on Saturday, August 26 at 10:00
A.M.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM.
WEI& FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
•
American Heart tp
Association
This space provided as a public service.
produced some very good
athletes in the sport. Matt Morin
was the individual standout on
the team accumulating a 22-8
record at 150 pounds. Last year
as a freshman he broke the
school record for takedowns with
40. In the ICAC conference meet
he was the individual champion.
At the NCAA Midwest Regional
he placed second which gave him
a birth in the NCAA Finals.
The basketball team at Rose
has done well lately, also. For
the 1987-88 season the team had a
record of 17-9, and in 1988-89 it
improved to 19-8, placing second
in the CAC to Centre College
which eventually took fourth in
the NCAA finals. Second-year
Head Coach Bill Fenlon made it
to the NCAA playoffs last year,
and won the first game before
bowing out, with only one senior.
Entering the ICAC he will rely on
the experience and talent of
senior Tim Cindric, and junior
Britt Petty as well as a balanced
attack of returning starters.
The baseball team, despite hav-
ing a losing record last year, ral-
lied at the end of the season in
the CAC tournament to tie for
second place. The squad was led
in hitting by Kyle Thompson
('90) with a batting average of
.341 and Pete Casper ('921 with
.310. With these two starters
Rose
• •
returning and others the team
should fare much better in the
following years behind new Head
Coach Jeff Jenkins.
Individual spotlights showed
on some tennis players last year
as Eric Berzsenyi ('92 ), the
team's Most Valuable Player,
took second in the CAC at num-
ber five singles. He also com-
bined with Steve MacGruder to
take second at number three
doubles. This squad also returns
some talented personell which
will make it powerful in the fu-
ture.
As Rose-Hulman leaves the
College Athletic Conference it
also leaves behind a long trail of
great moments and great accom-
plishments. In many sports, the
school has been respected as a
power — and that respect grows.
When the first competition of the
fall season begins a new era of
sports will have started with
even more great moments just
waiting to happen. Someday
these moments will also become
just memories, but until then we
have a whole future in front of
us. The athletes this year have
the luxury of being the first to be
conference champions, the first
to establish those unforgettable
memories. Good luck Rose. Let's
make an impact right from the
start!
soccer athlete works past defender.
Sept. 2
SEPT. 8
Sept. 10
SEPT. 13
SEPT. 16
Sept. 22
Sept. 23
1989 Soccer Schedule
at Rockfcxd College, Rockford, III
MacMURRAY COLLEGE
at St. Joseph's College. Rensselaer
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
MANCHESTER COLLEGE
at Illinois Benedictine Tournament. Lisle. III.
MacMurray vs. Wheaton
RHIT vs. Ill. Benedictine
at Illinois Benedictine Tournament, Lisle, It
Consolation game
Championship game
SEPT. 27 ANDERSON UNIVERSITY'
Sept. 30 at Principia College, Elsah, Ill.
Oct. 1 at Maryville College. St. Louis. Mo.
Oct. 5 IUPUI
OCT. 7 ALUMNI GAME
OCT. 10 FRANKLIN COLLEGE
Oct. 13 at Millikin University. Decatur,
OCT. 14 THOMAS MORE COLLEGE,
Oct. 18 at DePauw University, Greencastle
Oct. 21 at Wabash College, Crawfordsville
OCT. 22 BRESCIA COLLEGE
Oct. 25 at Greenville College, Greenville, Ill
OCT. 28 UNIV. OF INDIANAPOUS
'Exhibition match
Home matches in CAPS
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
11 a.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
1 p.m.
11 a.m.
3:30 p m
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m
11 a.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
11 a.m.
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Football
Rose football set for opener
by Ken Koziol
While most students finish
their summer relaxing before
school, the Rose-Hulman football
team has been hard at work in
preparation for its quest of being
the first-ever ICAC champions of
the newly formed conference.
Freshmen arrived on campus
August 12 and upperclassmen on
the 13th.
After vigorous testing and
team activities on Sunday, the
team began two-a-day workouts
Monday morning. Each in-
dividual has played with in-
tensity since then, and most have
shown improvement. Head
Coach Scott Duncan stressed
that this is a team of players that
all work together saying that "no
individual has the burden of
carrying the team."
Before the Engineers even
showed up for camp they were
chosen by College Football Pre-
view '89 to win the conference ti-
tle. Last year Rose won the CAC
title with an 8-2 record. Duncan
enters the 1989 season with 11
starters from that squad and a
25-5 record including two titles in
his three years at Rose. With all
these credentials Duncan
admits, however, that "we're not
naive enough to think we can win
without a lot of hard work."
At press time the team has had
two full weeks of practice and
one scrimmage on Saturday the
19th. The scrimmage was used to
quickly experiment and evaluate
each player's talents in order to
begin "playing as a cohesive
unit."
The following Saturday fea-
tures Rose's first game against
Millsaps College at 1:00. Rose
will immediately be tested by a
team that beat the Engineers in
their opener last year 14-13. The
team has been thinking of this
upcoming game ever since. It is
one of six home games this
season.
Questions still exist as to what
the offensive attack will look like
this year. Last fall it ranked in
the top in the NCAA Division III,
averaging 401 yards total offense
per game. Although replace-
ments are being sought to repeat
the groundwork laid, much tal-
ent still returns.
Returning pre-season All-
Americans include senior center
Brian Runkle (Macy, IN); senior
wide receiver Scott Thomas
(Middletown, OH); senior place-
kicker Shawn Ferron (Corrali-
tos, CA); senior defensive line-
man Brett Starr (Plymouth,
IN); junior tight end Luke Di-
ckerson (Greenfield, IN); and
junior wide receiver Ed Huonder
(Montrose, CO).
1989 Football
Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Schedule
MILLSAPS COLLEGE
HANOVER COLLEGE*
at Washington Univ.
Open Date
UNIV. OF CHICAGO
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY*
at Univ. of Evansville*
at Univ. of Wisc.-Oshkosh*
SEWANEE*
at DePauw University*
EARLHAM COLLEGE*
Home games in CAPS
*Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference games
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world... VISA' and
MasterCard• credit cards... in your name." EVEN
IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN
TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA. and MasterCard' the credit cards
you deserve and need tor * ID * BOOKS
• DEPARTMENT STORES* TUMON
• ENTERTAINMENT • EMERGENCY CASH
diis • TICKETS • RESTAURANTS
,P
#1,
• HOTELS • GAS • CAR RENTALS
• REPAIRS • AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING!
GUARANTEED!
GOLD CARD
VISA/
A. GARSEAU, Student Services
P.O. BOX 130336. SUNRISE. FL 33313 
YES! I want VISA/MasterCard•
credit cards. Enclosed find $15.00
1 which is 100% refundable if not ap-
proved Immediately.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
PHONE #
MASTERCARD sOC. SECURITY #
GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY BACK
Approval absolutely I
guaranteed so Hurry.. till
put this card today.
Your credit cards are waiting!
SIGNATURE
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
COLLEGE/CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Earn Top $
FLEXIBLE • FUN
ENJOYABLE • REWARDING
GROSS UP TO $20,000 PER YEAR
By Helping Friends Receive Grants/Scholarships
FOR INFO PLEASE CALL: (213) 967-2115
No. 2 makes a great play, last year, against Washington University.
gun
ELECTRONIC
SALES SUPPORT
Authorized Warranty Service
Filinf Panasonic
Office Automation COAdata
systems
Full Line of
• Microcomputers
• Monitors
• Laptops
The New 1100
Series now in
stock!!!
3M VremostFURNITURE
Diskettes & Cleaning kits Computer Furniture
a,
Dust Covers, Surge Suppressors,
Ribbons, Cables, Modems, Disk
Files, Co-Processors, Software,
& Mouse Mats+++
+.0-1. +4*
• + 44,
^V+ +
• 40•••0'y
x
+4*
+++++44*
+++14
Cl-
er
4011
P++44
104.04.14'As4P+s+ )
XXXXX.X 
r
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Located to serve all your
Computer Needs at
726 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute,Indiana
(812) 232-1061
Open 8-5 Mon-Fri
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Humor/Satire
Frosh "Oh" Schedule
Sunday, August 27
9:00 - 11:00 a.m. Registration and Reception - in your assigned
dorm. Find out whether your roommate is a geek,
jock, loser or party animal. Normal roommates
are very rare. Students staying in the Mom-Pop-
Siblings dorm (commuters) should meet in the
Student Union, lower level.
9:30 - 11:30 a.m. Campus tours - Learn where stuff is (real hard.)
11:00 a.m. - Lunch - Main Dining Room. There's supposed to
1:15 p.m. be a schedule, but it'll be utter confusion.
1:30 - 2:00 p.m. Opening Session - Sam tells stories.
2:15 - 3:45 p.m. Freshman Information Session - Moench Hall
Auditorium. More stuff to learn.
3:30 - 4:00 p.m. Work/study meeting in Auditorium. Choose your
career for the next nine months.
4:00 - 4:45 p.m. Free Time- Gobots or Transformers should be on.
4:00 - 5:00 p.m. Commuting students meet in Union snackbar.
Even more stuff to learn.
4:45 - 6:15 p.m. Dinner - Main Dining Room. Now that the parents
are gone, they bring out what they normally
serve.
6:30 - 9:00 p.m. Chemistry Placement Exam in Moench Hall
Auditorium. Time to die, kiddies.
Monday, August 28
7:00 - 8:30 a.m. Breakfast - Main Dining Room. Scrambled eggs
from a carton.
8:00 - 11:00 a.m. Computer Science Placement Exam (optional) in
Auditorium of Moench Hall. Chance to test out of
a boring class.
9:00 a.m. - Student mug shots. Stop by for a photo that is
3:00 p.m. with you for the next four years.
9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Foreign Language program description (op-
tional) in Auditorium of Moench Hall. Pick your
poison.
9:30 - 10:30 a.m. Foreign Language placement exam (optional) in
GM Room of Moench Hall. High school French
and Spanish are worthless.
Foreign Language aptitude test (optional) in GM
room of Moench Hall. They really want people in
the Foreign Language program.
11:00 a.m. - Brainwashing Seminar Number One. GM room of
noon Moench Hall.
11:00 a.m. - Lunch - Main Dining Room. It won't be as good as
12:45 p.m. your first meal here.
12:00- 1:00 p.m. Brainwashing Seminar Number Two. GM room of
Moench Hall.
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. Advanced Math Placement Exam (optional) in
Moench Hall Auditorium. Geeks and gunners.
4:00 5:00 p.m. Brainwashing Seminar Number Three. GM room
of Moench Hall.
10:45 a.m. -
12:15 p.m.
Tuesday, August 29
7:00 - 8:30 a.m.
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m. -
1:30 p.m.
12:45 - 2:45 p.m. General Orientation Session - Everything you
need to know to get totally confused.
3:00 - 6:30 p.m. Advanced Physics Placement Exam (optional) in
room 203 of Olin Hall. The few, the brave, the
gunners.
3:30 - 4:30 p.m. Brainwashing Seminar Number Four. GM room
of Moench Hall.
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. New Games - Playing with Woodsies.
6:00 - 7:00 p.m. Cookout by the Union. Some charred animal flesh
to tide you over 'till breakfast.
7:00 - 9:30 p.m. Dance with the Woodsies.
Breakfast, again.
Transfer Credit Evaluation and Advanced Place-
ment (AP) Evaluation. GM room of Moench Hall.
Time to start getting out of classes.
Lunch - Peanut butter and jelly if all else fails.
Wednesday, August 30
7:00 - 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m. - noon
11:00 a.m. -
1:00 p.m.
5:00 - 7:00 p.m. Dinner - They have a seating plan, but it'll be
utter confusion once again.
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Ice Cream Social. See what profs are really out-
going people.
Breakfast - Sleep through it.
Class registration. They tell you what you are go-
ing to take. Upperclassmen scheduled last spring,
so you don't have much to choose from.
Lunch - Oh boy.
Thursday, September 1
8:05 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
Classes start. (Upperclass students won't have
theirs until later, since we know not to schedule
early classes.)
First freshman decides he can't hack it and heads
home.
W000tae
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As all of the people in the free
world know, Berke Breathed has
ended Bloom County. Breathed
will begin a weekly, September
3. This is good (added in for clue-
less freshmen). We will use
Breathed's new strip to replace
Bloom County.
On with Page N +1. This page
is dedicated to some form of
humor. At times we poke fun at
people (i.e. freshmen, Woodsies,
Sam, Tom, etc...). Please
remember that is our job and it
is meant to make someone
laugh. At times it might be di-
rected toward you. Please take it
in good humor, feel free to sub-
mit material taking your best
shot at others, but remember
you must sign your work. We do
reserve the right to censor any
material that is submitted before
publication. Last but not least
enjoy the Thorn.
TOP Ten Pick-Up
Lines at New Games
1. If you go out with me, I
promise to leave my
pocket protector at home.
2. Want to see my slide rule?
3. I'll be over after I check
on the VAX.
4. Want to come up to my
room? I'll show you my
80 Meg hard drive.
5. What's your calculator?
6. Your HP or mine?
7. Can I buy you a mechani-
cal pencil?
8. No, my R.A. doesn't really
enforce visitation hours.
9. Yeh, this is real polyester.
10. Do you want to see my
51/4" floppy?
TOP Ten Turn-Off
Lines at New Games
1. I've seen smaller bodies of
water.
2. So, are they showing the
outdoor movie on your
back?
3. Sorry, I don't sleep with
anything heavier than me.
4. When do they send you off to
market?
5. No, I have to study for
Freshmen "Oh."
6. Where did you graze before
the Woods?
7. Give me a month or so to get
desperate.
8. My R.A told me about you
Woodsies.
9. Yo, Scrabble!
10. Just how much do you
weigh?
If you like to party
with wild women then
transfer to Ball State, but if you like to write then
join the Rose Thorn
Contact us at the Thorn office
Box 170
